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W A'l'ER WORKS 

'l'HE SAINT LOUIS WA'l'ER WORKS- A CENTURY OF 
OPERATION 

253 

By J olzn C. Pritchard,* Director of Public Utilities, St. LmLis, JJ1 o. 

The history of water plants which have been operating since the 
middle of the last century divides itself into three phases. The first 
phase might be called the "quantity" phase, during which time the 
rapidly grmving community is beginning to demand a, community water 
supply which will furnish water in quantity for domestic use, for fire 
protection and for manufacturing. The second phase is the "quality" 
phase, which begins with the development of the germ theory of disease 
and the recognition of certain water-born diseases. The third phase, 
which is the present phase in most large plants, is the period during 
which, the quality and quantity being satisfactory, developments are 
being made in purification and operation. 

I have attempted in this paper to trace the developments in the art 
of water supply, particularly since 1870, as illustrated by the St. Louis 
water works. 

In 1829 there were forty-four water works in the United States. At 
this time, St. Louis being a city of 4,000 inhabitants, Abraham Fox and 
John C. Wilson applied for a franchise to build a water works and 
supply clarified water to consumers. In the fall of 1831 the system was 
put into operation. In 1835 the City purchased the entire interest of 
the original franchise holders, and the water works has been operated 
as a City owned utility since that date, 

The history of the first seventeen years of operation is rather sketchy, 
but there are in existence in the files of the \Vater Department volumi
nous reports by a succession of City Engineers, Water Works Superin
tendents, Mayors and Comptrollers dating from 1848 to the present time, 
which give in deta-il their arcomplishments and recommendations for ex
tensions and betterments. These reports paint a picture of a constant 
and unremitting struggle to keep the supply abreast of the demand. 

JHost of the matter contained in these early reports belongs to the 
realm of history which is beyond the scope of this paper. However, since 
18GO the engineers of the St. Louis vVater Department have been called 
upon three times for designs for complete new water works, i. e., Bissell's 
Point in 18G7, Chain of Rocks in 1888 and Howard Bend in 1923. 
These three plants are in existence and are operating, and their history 
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forms an excellent cross-section of the development of the art of supply
ing pure water to large cities. 

The following brief chronological narrative will outline the develop
ments of the first period-from 1831 to 1871. 

The original water works, like Topsy, just grew. 
In 1830 a plot of ground on the "Little Mound" on the corner of 

Bates (Dickson) and Collins was purchased for a reservoir site. 'rhe 
"Little Mound" was one of several Indian mounds which existed in St. 
Louis at that time, ancl which gave the City its solwiquet "The ::Yiound 
City." The same year a location on the levee 250 feet square at the foot 
of Dickson street was acquired from the United States for a pump house. 

The first reservoir was 62 feet by 55 feet in plan and l.i feet in 
depth, and was built partly in cut and partly in embankment. The 
bottom was brick paved, the brick being laid on a tongue and groove 
wooden floor. The walls were of masonry lined with brick. A settling 
reservoir near the pump house was excavated to rock, the original inten-
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tion of the builders apparently beillg to settle the water in the reservoir 
on the levee, where the sediment could be easily disposed of, and to pump 
from this reservoir into the basin on the ''Little Mound." However, this 
was never done, possibly because lack of funds prevented the purchase 
of high service pumping equipment. 

The first pump was brought from Pittsburgh and had a 10 inch 
steam cylinder with a 4 foot stroke. This pump proved so defective that 
it was abandoned and a rotary pump, which had been bought for a fire 
engine, was set up in its place. A letter received in 1920 from the 
National Acme Company of ·windsor, Vermont, states that this rotary 
pump was shipped by ox-cart, canal boat and lake boat to Chicago, and 
then freighted across country to St. Louis. 

In 1839 a second pump was installed with a 13 inch steam cylinder 
and a 6 foot stroke and connected with the reservoir by a 12 inch main. 

By 1845 the original masonry basin had become quite inadequate 
and a new reservoir was built on top of the old one. This second reser
voir was a wooden box 100 feet square and 15 feet deep. It served for 
about seven years, but failed in 1852. 

As early as 1846 there seems to have been a feeling that a new and 
comprehensive plan was necessary for a water works. The Meramec 
River is a clear stream about 25 miles south of St. Louis emptying into 
the JYLississippi. It rises in an immense spring about 100 miles south
west of St. Louis in the Ozark Hills. :B'or almost 60 years the Meramec 
was regarded as a potential water supply for St. Louis, and we find 
discussion of the Meramec scheme appearing periodically in the early 
\Yater Commissioners' reports. 

A few years later the matter of bringing water from the :Missouri 
to a reservoir on the divide between the :Missouri and l\Ieramec was also 
discussed. 

In 1846 a third pump was erected, being a crank and fly wheel 
engine with a 20 inch cylinder and a 71/2 foot stroke, built in St. Louis. 
This pump was not particularly satisfactory and had to be completely 
rebuilt. 

From 184,7 to 18~,9 a third reservoir was built, located on Benton 
street, 250 feet square with a capacity of 7,000,000 gallons. This was 
put in seTVice in 18L.HJ. 

In 1852 the fourth pump was bought by the department, with a 
26 inch cylinder and a 10 foot stroke. It will be noticed that these 
pumps have very materially increased in size from the original 10 inch 
cylinder and 4 foot stroke to a 26 inch cylinder and a 10 foot stroke. 

In 1853 the problem of disposing of the sediment in the reservoir 
hecame very acute. Sewers built with the intention of flushing out the 
reservoirs were never successful, and it was necessary to shut clown the 
reservoirs and remove the mud. 

In 1854 the fourth and last reservoir of the original water IYOTks was 
built on Benton street. This was quite a strudure, being .127 feet by 
237 feet, with an originally designed depth of 321;~ feet. The bottom 
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was built in fiat inverted pyramids, or hoppers, connected with sewers to 
facilitate flushing, but this scheme proved a failure. When the founcla
tions were in and the walls partially built, the City Council ordered the 
walls to be carried :fifteen feet higher than the OTiginal design. 'l'his is 
a shining example of layman interference with a strictly engineering 
problem. As a natural consequence of this :fifty percent overload, the 
walls became cracked and required frequent repairs. This reservoir had 
a capacity of 40,000,000 gallons and went into service in 1855. 

The City was gTowing rapidly at this period, and the demand for 
water was increasing by leaps and bounds. 

In 1855 another pump with a 30 inch cylinder and a 10 foot stroke 
was installed. 

In 18G8, as an emergency measure, the last pump to be installed in 
the old water works was purchased, with a 341j2 inch cylinder and a 
10 foot stroke. 

In 1861 T. R. Scowden, being quite successful as a water works 
engineer in Cleveland and Louisville, was employed to report on a plan 
for a new water works. He submitted a very able report, giving esti
mates for two alternative plans, one being for an extension of the exist
ing plant, the other for a plant at the Chain of Rocks, which also in
cluded a reservoir on Compton Hill. The Chain of Rocks is a rock out
crop in the bed of the Mississippi River about ten miles above the Eads 
Bridge. This rock outcrop and a similar outcrop at Keokuk determine 
the slope of the Mississippi River between these two points. The Water 
Commission at that time also discussed clamming the River DesPeres to 
form an impounding reservoir. The River Des Peres is a small stream 
:flowing around part of what is now the western boundary of the City. 
It has a drainage area of about one hundred square miles at its mouth. 
In recent years it has become a sewer and the City has spent about 
$12,000,000.00 in straightening and covering it. The River DesPeres 
was entirely inadequate as a source of water supply, and this is the only 
mention we :find of this project. 'l'he Meramec scheme also came up 
again for discussion at this time, as did the Missouri River project. 
The Chain of Rocks project was recommended for adoption, but clue to 
the Civil War, nothing was done. 

In 1863 the Legislature passed an act enabling the City of St. Louis 
to extend their water works through a Board of Water Commissioners. 
In 1865 these Water Commissioners met and appointed James P. Kirk
wood as Chief Engineer of Water 'N OTks, and directed him to report on 
a plan for a water works at the Chain of Rocks. Mr. Kirkwood reported 
on what would have been an excellent water system. It involved low 
service pumps, reservoirs and :filters at the Chain of Rocks, four miles of 
brick conduit to a high service plant on the Bellefontaine Road, which 
is now North Broadway, the Compton Hill reservoir and a reservoir on 
Rinkels Hill, which was located at what is now the intersection of Easton 
aml Hamilton. The total cost of this system was to be a little more than 
$5,000,000. 
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Chain of Rocks Pump and Boiler House 

Now occurs a second example of legislative interference in an engi
neering project. JYI:r. Kirkwood's report was promptly rejected by the 
City Council. A sub-committee of the City Council reported that there 
was no member of that committee who was not of the opinion that water 
from the main channel of the river at Bissell's Point was as pure as that 
taken from the Chain of Rocks. 

Bissell's Point was a point on the west bank of the river about three 
miles north, or up-stream, from the original Smith street pumping 
station. 

Mr. Kirkwood was then ordered to report on a plan for a water 
works at Bissell's Point. This report was made late in 1866, was adopted, 
and the plant was eventually built. 

It is interesting to note in this connection that what :Mr. Kirkwoocl 
recommended with regard to the Chain of Rocks plant is almost precisely 
what was later clone by Mr. :M. L. Holman, for many }'ears \Yater Com
missioner and one of the most eminent engineers ever in the employ of 
the City of St. Louis. If the Chain of Rocks plant had been built as 
reeommenc1ec1, it is probable that Mr. Kirkwood's filters would have been 
failures, and the plant would have operated as a plain sedimentation 
plant. On the other lumcl, it is practically certain that the Bissell's 
Point plant would nevc>r have been built as an intake and low service 
plant, and the City of St. Louis would haye saved considerable money. 
HoweYer, the Bissell's Point plant was the first of the three completely 
planned water works in the history of St. Louis. 

In a report to the Board of Water Commissioners in December. 186(), 
1Ir. Kirkwood outlined the Bissell's Point plant as follows: 

A low service engine house and boiler house on the river hank; four 
settling resenoirs: a high senice engine house and boiler house on what 
he describes as the "river plain"; a stand pipe and pump main from the 
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high service engines and a storage reservoir on what were known as the 
"City Commons" and which we know as Compton Hill. 

'rhe plant was built substantially as outlined by Mr. 1\:irkwood in 
this report. Mr. Kirkwood makes no mention of an intake tower, which 
was later embodied in the plan, and his stand pipe, which was originally 
to be located near the high service engine house, was moved to the top 
of the Grand A ve'lme hill. rrhe four settling basins were modeled after 
the water works in Hamburg, Germany. In the design of these basins 
we find one of the earliest attempts to settle the water according to a 
scientific plan: 

To quote Mr. Kirkwood-"In No. 1 basin the water is standing still 
for a limited time depositing the sediment contained in it. In No. 2 
the water, after having undergone this process oE deposition, is being 
drawn off. No. 3, which was emptied, is being refilled. No. 4 can stand 
idle and be cleaned during the fill and draw cycle of the other three." 

These basins were planned to contain 1G feet of water, L? feet of 
which was supposed to be drawn off after settlement. :Mr. l\ irkwood 
assumed the water consumption in 1870 to be ll,GOO,OOO g. p. d. Tlw 
amount of settled water capable of being drawn through one lmsin was 
14,500,000 gallons, which gave a 29 hour detention period. He assumed, 
however, that the settlement occurring during the time of filling would 
raise this to 35 hours in 1870, or to about 30 hours in 1880, when the 
consumption would reach about 20,000,000 gallons. A later report states 
that a 24 hour detentioil period would result in about 94 percent of the 
suspended solids dropping out. 

The intake tower was built up of cast iron rings which were bolted 
together and sunk in the river bed. In all, there were thirteen rings G 
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feet high, the bottom ring resting oi1 rock, the whole being filled with 
concrete. This intake tower was connected to the low service pumps by 
a 5% foot induction pipe which was laid inside a coffer clam. The low 
service engine house was founded upon "unyielding" sand that extended 
to the rock bed. This sand is confined for 12 feet below the bottom of 
the pump pit or 25 feet below the lowest water, by the sheet piling of 
the coffer clam. 'The high service engine house is founded upon rock. 

Panorama of Chain of Roci{S Basins and Filter Plant 

There were two low service engines of the Cornish-Bull class with 
G4 inch steam cylinders and 54 inch diameter pumps and 12 foot stroke, 
with 17,000,000 gallon capacity. There were two high service engines 
with 85 inch steam cylinders and 501,;2 inch diameter pumps with a 1 
Joot stroke. Each engine house had its separate boiler house. 

The settling basins were of masonry upon a foundation of timber 
and concrete. 'rhe bottom of the basins were oJ brick, and the whole 
structure, including the hottom and sides, was surrounded with a thick 
layer of puddle. 

The Bissell's Point plant went into operation in April, 18n, and 
has been used continuously as a water works plant since that date. The 
chief developments indicated in the design of this Bissell's Point plant. 
were: first, a comprehensive plan for the entire system; second, a system 
of double pumping wherein the water was first settled and then pumped 
to the Compton Hill reservoir for distribution; third, a scientific design 
and plan of operation for the four settling basins; and fourth, consider
ahle development in tho desig11 and efficiency of the pumping plant. 

After the Bissell's Point plant had operated successfully for about 
four years the startling discovery was made that the plant was too small. 
:\Ir. Kirkwood had based his (lesigns 011 a daily average of 20,000,000 
gallons in 1880. As a matter of fact the daily average had reached 
22,000,000 and tho peak load almost 30,000,000 gallons in 1875. Exactly 
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where Mr. Kirkwood made his erroi· in assumption is not entirely clear. 
My own opinion is that upon the completion of the Bissell's Point plant 
which afforded for the first time a plentiful supply, the citizens of St. 
Louis immediately began to use and waste water to their hearts' content, 
with the result that the per capita consumption rose to a much higher 
point than Mr. Kirkwood expected. And so after only a few years of 
freedom from anxiety, the struggle began again to keep up the supply. 

From 187 5 on, the \Vater Commissioners' reports sound solemn 
warnings against water waste and make strong recommendations for 
extensions. A third low service pump was added and when this became 
inadequate, temporary pumps were installed in pump houses on tracks 
running up and down the levee with the stage of the river. 

A third high service pump was added, and then an additional pump 
house was built to take care of other high service pumps. 

During all this time the original four basins were the only purifica
tion process, and Mr. Kirkwood's figures on time of detention and sedi
mentation became worthless. 

In 1884 the inevitable happened. In the midst of a bitterly cold 
January, Compton Ifill reservoir ran dry and many of the higher points 
in the City of St. Louis were completely without fire protection. Mr. 
Holman was called upon to organize an inspection force to check waste, 
which he did very effectively. However, this occurrence· aroused the 
citizens to the imminence of a possible water shortage, so that same year 
surveys were begun at the Chain of Rocks for a new plant, and later in 
the same year construction of this plant was recommended to the Mayor 
and Municipal Assembly. 

Rights-of-way for conduit and pumping plant were secured in 1888, 
contracts were let in 1889 and by 1895 the Chain of Rocks plant went 
into operation. 

The Chain of Rocks plant, as originally built, consisted of an intake 
tm\'er about 2,000 feet from shore connected to a suction well by a brick 
lined tunnel; an engine house with three pump pits, a boiler house, and 
six basins of 30,000,000 gallons capacity each, with a filling conduit on 
the west side aml a drawing conduit on the east side and a conduit to 
Bissell's Point where the high service pumps were located. The purifica
tion system was the same as that of Mr. Kirkwood in 1871, i. e., plain 
sedimentation with the basins opemted in parallel on the fill and draw 
plan. 

The development of the Chain of Rocks plant was largely in the 
mechanical equipment. The old walking beam type of pump was re
placed by the compound direct acting crank and fly wheel pump engine 
as mmle by Allis-Chalmers and \Yorthington. Basins were larger and 
deeper and the entire Chain of Rocks plant was designed on a much more 
generous scale than the Bissell's Point plant. Mr. Holman harbored no 
illusions about water waste ancl per capita consumption and made his 
plant big enough to furnish 100m. g. d. 

With the going into operation of the Chain of Rocks plant, the first, 
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Bissell's Point \Vater \Yorks 
The pump house to the left is the original high service pump house built in 1871. 
The house to the right is also a high service house built about 1890. The original 
basins can be seen in the background. The Ol'ig·inal low service buildings, 'vhich 
are still standing, are hidden by No. 1 house. 

or "quantity" phase came to an end, aml the second, or "quality" phase 
began, although it was eight years before there was a11y marked improve
ment in quality. 

For thirty years there had been Yery strong feeling among the water 
works engineers that the quality of St. Louis water should be improved 
as well as the quantity. After reporting on the Chain of Rocks plant in 
1866, Mr. Kirkwood visited Europe looking over a number of large 
European filter plants. He later wrote a report on this investigation, 
which at that time was a classic among water works literature. While be 
did not recommend slow sand filters for St. Louis, a number of eastern 
cities followed his recommendations. 

In 1885 :;vrr. Holman began experiments with small filters at Bissell's 
Point. He used both upward flow and downward flow apparatus, using 
however the very low rate of 50 gallons per square foot per day. Appar
ently no recommendations were forthcoming as a result of these experi
ments. In 1893, during the construction of the Chain of Rocks plant, 
:\f1·. Holman had JHr. John \Vixford and :Mr. S. Bent Hussell investi
gate what was known as the Anderson process. 

'rhe Anderson process of purification seems to have been the bring
ing of: "raw" water into contact with iron filings. This water was after
wards run into a basin, settled and then filtered. The theory was that 
rnough iron would be dissolved to make ferrous hydroxide which later, 
after areation, became insoluble ferric hydroxide, which precipitated out 
canying the heavy sediment and bacteria with it. One drawback to the 
process seems to have been lack of C0 2 in the water, and there was also 
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the difficulty of exposing enough iron surface to the water for adequate 
solution. JYir. Wixford suggested the use of flue gas to supply carbon 
dioxide which is now being done at Howard Benc1. 

No recommendation was made with regard to this process, the report 
not being particularly enthusiastic as to its ultimate success. At the 
same time Mr. vYixford and Mr. Russell made a report on the use of 
sulphate of alumina as a coagulant. We have in this report our first 
mention of pre-sedimentation, as their report recommended settling out 
the heavy sediment, with the subsequent addition of sulphate of alumina, 
and coagulation of the water followed by filtration. No recommendation 
was made in this report, but it was published simply to establish priority 
in the claims for originating this process. 

The Baden pumping station was finished in 1900 which led to the 
adoption of the two-level pumping system as is used in St. Louis today, 
the low pressure from Bissell's Point taking its supply from Compton 
Hill reservoir and the high pressure from Baden by way of the Compton 
Hill tower. 

Mr. Holman also advised that the Chain of Rocks plant would be
come inadequate about 1910 and plans should be made looking toward 
future extensions of the works. 

In 1900 the Municipal Assembly refused an appropriation for experi
mental filters. In that same year the Boan1 of Public Improvements 
reported adversely on a scheme to take water from the Meramec, their 
reasons being; first, excessive cost and second, insufficient supply. In 
1901 a commission of three water wOTks engineers was employed to report 
on improvement of the St. Louis works. Two of these engineers favored 
the Meramec scheme. The third, the late Allen Hazen, assisted by Geo. 
W. Fuller, recommended filtration. Nothing was clone with this report, 
and in 1902 Mr. Edwan1 Flad, at that time vVater Commissioner, pre
sented a complete plan for a filter plant. 

In 1903, Mr. Ben C. Aclkim being \Vater Commissioner, the "weir" 
system of basin operation was adopted at the Chain of Rocks, which con
sisted of operating six basins in series, the dividing walls between basinR 
being cut down to form weirs. It was intended to add aluminum sulfate 
to the water after pre-settling in the first basin, and plans had been 
rlrawn for this scheme, when certain remarkable results at Quincy, Illi
nois, came to the attention of the Commissioner, and he and Mr. E. E. 
lYall, at that time Assistant Water Commissioner, went to Quincy to 
inspect the lime and iron process. It was decided to hold up the 
aluminum sulfate scheme and experiment with sulfate of iron and lime. 
The experiments were continued during N ovemher and December, 1903, 
flt which time the Department believed it was in possession of sufficient 
data to insure the successful operation of this process and plans were 
rlrawn for a temporary coagulant house. This went into operation on 
1\farch 21st, 1903, and since that time St. Louis has had clarified water. 
This process has been continued up to the present. 

In 1911 the average consumption for St. Louis had reached 8'~ 
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m. g. d. while the maximum had reached 109 111. g. d. In 1D13 Mr. 
\Yall, then Water Commissioner, made a very thorough and elaborate 
report to the Board of Public Improvements outlining the immediate 
needs to the \Vater Department. In this report Mr. ~Wall stated that the 
average working· capacity of the purification plant was 100 m. g. d. 
Certain changes were being made at that time which would possibly 
raise this to 120 million gallons under good conditions and 90 million 
gallons under bad water conditions. No further increase was possible 
with the basin system of that elate. He very strongly pointed out the 
necessity for an immediate increase in the purification capacity. 

Embodied in this report was a report from Mr. Wilson 0. Monfort, 
the Water Works chemist at that time, discussing the deficiencies of 
coagulation with lime and iron without further treatment. Mr. Monfort 
pointed out that residual sediment was finding its way into the tap 
water and that coagulation with lime and iron still left considerable 
color in the water. He also pointed out the fact that even with fairly 
high efficiency in the removal of bacteria, it was still possible for quite 
a number of these to find their way to the consumer. 

Mr. Wall finally recommended three solutions to the problem. Two 
of these recommendations included the reduction of consumption by 
universal metering. The third recommendation was to bring the present 
plant up to a working capacity of 150 million gallons, to issue bonds 
in 1914 for a Missouri River plant with a second bond issue in 1937 to 
increase the capacity of the Missouri River plant. 

Increasing the basin capacity at Chain of Rocks and continuing the 
use of coagulation with no further treatment would have been expensive. 
inconvenient in operation and still would have produced a water not 
entirely satisfactory. Therefore, he recommended filters for the Chain 
of Rocks with certain accessories, such as the grit chamber and chemical 
mixing chamber to bring the working capacity up to 150 m. g. d. Also 
as a direct result of the ice trouble in 191.2 with its accompanying 
threatened water shortage, he recommended a new intake tower ancl 
tunnel. 'l'his programme was authori;;.:ed in January, 1913, and contracts 
for the intake and tunnel and filter plant were let in the spring of that 
year. 

The construction period continued for about two years, and by 1915 
the new filter plant went into operation. Chlorination hacl been installed 
in 1913, so from 1915 to the present the Chain of Rocks plant has 
('Oagulatecl anrl settled the water with lime and iron and then after add
ing aluminum sulfate as a secondary coagulant, has filtered and chlori
nated. 

Since 1915 the Chain of Rocks has been practically a finished plant, 
as onl~· minor work has been clone there since that elate. It might be said 
that with the opening of the Chain of Rorks Alter plant the second or 
"qualit~,, phase came to an end, as subsequent developments have been 
a long the line of refinements in operating. 

In 1915 Mr. lYall made a second ancl rather elaborate report to the 
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Board of Aldermen recommending extensions to the low service system. 
In this report all possible schemes were taken into account and analyzed. 
These included the doubling of the low service facilities at the Chain o[ 
Rocks and elaborate storage basins at Bissell's Point and Baden. 

In 1912 further surveys had been begun along the Missouri River 
and the present Howard Bend site selected as the best location for the 
:MJissouri River low service plant. Tentative designs and estimates were 
made of this Missouri River plant and compared with the estimates for 
the Chain of Rocks extension. After carefully considering all of the 
aspects of these two projects, Mr. Wall recommended the construction 
of the Howard Bend plant. He also predicted that if immediate meas
ures were not taken to increase the supply, St. Louis might face a water 
shortage in 1926. This prediction proved to be quite accurate, as in 1926 
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the consumption rose to 160 million gallons which is the rated capacity 
of the Chain of Rocks filters. These filters were forced to run at much 
higher rates for short periods of time, and it was necessary to appeal to 
the public through the daily press to sprinkle during the off peak hours. 

Mr. vYall's report in 1915 was made under more or less similar cir
cumstances to the report of Mr. Scowden in 1861, when the Civil War 

Aerial View of Howard Bend Plant (Missouri River) 
Intake, pump house and boiler house in center foreg-round. Coag-ulant house, Dorr 
clarifiers, chemical mixers and sedimentation basins in center backg-round. Filter 
plant to rig-ht. (Courtesy St. Louis Post-Dispatch) 

stopped all consideration of water works extensions. In 1915 the World 
\Yar was in progress, which was followed by our own entrance into the 
conflict and the following deflation period. It was not until 1923 that 
funds were voted for the necessary extension. The first contracts were 
let in 1924 and the plant was put into operation during the summer of 
1£)29. 

The Chain of Rocks period, which extends from 189;) to 1929, was a 
perioll of great development in the water works industry. The plant was 
built originally as a sedimentation plant. Continuous thought and ex
periments finally gave rise to the first great improvement in the purifi
cation system, that of coagulation with lime and iron in 1903 followed 
by chlorination in 1913, and filtration in 1915. The Chain of Rocks 
filter plant at the time it was built was the largest rapid sand filter plant 
in the country and has since been exceeded by only one or two other 
plants. 

Jn 1911 the W orthi11gton pumps in the crnter pit at the Chain of 
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Hocks were removed and replaced by steam driven centrifugal pumps. 
These have operated very successfully for the past eighteen years. 

In the design of the Howard Bend plant essentially the same purifica
tion process has been used, but there has been much development in 
mechanical apparatus. 

The Chain of Rocks intakes are both river intakes connected to the 
pumps by large and costly tunnels. 'l'he Howanl Bend intake is a shore 
intake built integral with the low service pump pit. The winter of 
1929-30 >vas very severe with much ice in the Missouri River, but the 
Howard Bend intake was remarkably free from ice trouble. 

'rhe Chain of Rocks plant is merely a low seTVice plant. At Howard 
Bend both low ancl high service pumps are under the same roof and are 
supplied by one boiler house. All pumps are steam turbine driven 
centrifugal pumps, there being two 50,000,000 gallon ancl one 100,000,-
000 gallon per clay capacity in the low service pit. The present high 
service equipment consists of two two-stage pumps of 30,000,000 gallon 
capacity each. These high service pumps pump into Stacy Park reser
voir from which the water is led to St. Louis and connected with the 
high pressure pumping system. 

The coagulant house at the Chain of Rocks was originally designed 
for two chemicals, i. e., lime and sulfate of iron. The alum bins and 
tanks are contained in the head house. The reason for this of course was 
that alum was not being used at the time of the construction of the 
coagulant house. At Howard Bend all three chemicals are contained in 
one house and are unloaclecl by a pneumatic unloading device which 
operates like an immense vacuum cleaner. 

At the Chain of Rocks it is still necessary to empty a basin to 
clean it by ploughing sediment toward the central gutter. At Howard 
Bend sediment is removed continuously by a revolving mechanism which 
moves the sediment towanl a center outlet in the bottom, from which it 
is pumped either into the river or used to fill up low spots arounrl the 
plant. 

At the Chain of Rocks chemicals are put into the raw water after 
it passes the grit chamber. At Howanl Bend the water receives a two 
and one-half hours' sedimentation period before the addition of chemi
cals, and therefore, loses a large part of its load of sand and silt before 
coagulation. Presedimentation results in a slightly smaller close of 
chemical due to the fact that the chemicals are more effective in the 
absence of a large load of suspended solids. After this presedimentation 
period, lime is added, mixed for about 20 minutes in circular mixing 
tanks, then sulfate of iron is added and it goes to coagulation basins for 
another two and one-half hour period. After this it receives twelve 
hours' settlement in large basins. At Howard Bend there also has been 
provision made for recarbonation, i. e., the addition of carbon dioxide 
to the water after coagulation by filtration. 'J'his makes it possible to 
use high charges of lime which results in softer water. It also eliminates 
the coating of filter sand with calcium carbonate which has given great 
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trouble in some filter plants. Carbon dioxide is taken from flue gas in 
the boiler house stack, is passed through a scrubber and then added to 
the water. 

Water, as tumec1 out by hoth the Chain of Hocks and Howard Bend 
plants, is free from suspended matter, bacteriologically satisfactory, has 
very little color and no taste nor odor. It has heen partially softened. 
rrhe average total hardness in the J\1ississippi 1/iver water in 192D-30 
was 18D PPlVI, while in the filtrated water it was 103 PPJVI. 

rrhe typhoid death rate has long been taken as a good indication of 
the quality of a City's water supply. In 1D03, the year before clarifica
tion was put into effect, the death rate was about 48 per 100,000. It 
flropped to 38 in 1904; to 20 in 1D05; to 10 in 191G, which was the year 
after filtmtion was inaugurated, and at present is about 1% deaths per 
100,000. 

The tendency among water works engineers seems to be to furnish 
a softer water to consumers, and I believe what changes we may have in 
the near future will be along the lines of fmther softening. 

The Howard Bend plant is the most modern of the large water plants 
and in its operation embodies practically all improvements which had 
been developed at the time of its completion. 

In the light of water works development in the last thirty years, I 
hesitate to predict what the next thirty years will bring forth. However, 
it always has been and will continue to be the aim of the St. Louis Water 
Department to improve their plants to keep up with new developments. 




